


Summer fun starts with a “Fendock”
Waterskiing, boating, fishing and swimming - enjoy every moment of summer  
from your Fendock. An affordable, high quality aluminum dock, Fendock is  
an attractive addition to your waterfront. With it’s easy assembly, spring installation  
& fall removal, Fendock extends your summer season giving you more time to  
spend with family and friends.

Assembly is a snap!
No special tools are required to assemble your Fendock! 

The side trusses come pre-assembled to facilitate initial assembly.  
Your Fendock can be quickly assembled by one or two people  
and is a breeze to put in and take out of the water.  
Complete Fendock systems and accessories are  
packaged with handling and portability in mind.

Strong, safe & lightweight
Being a versatile and adaptive dock system, Fendock brings you year after 
year of summer enjoyment. Made of the finest quality structural aluminum, 
Fendock is environmentally friendly and maintenance free!

No annual repairs or rebuilding are required. Professionally designed and 
tested, Fendock has been satisfying docking needs since 1955!

*Approach Ramp
An 8' ramp assembly is available  
in 4' & 6' widths.
Two pre-assembled aluminum trusses  
(with connectors) are included. 
Ramp pivots up or down to  
accommodate all shorelines.

CAUTION
Damage may result if care is not  
exercised with heavy boats and/or rough 
water. In such cases, boats should be 
moored away from the dock or should  
be on a boat lift.

Leg Assemblies
Leg assemblies consist of a leg, a leg retainer 
(holder), a stainless steel fastpin, a base 
plate, a cap & all necessary hardware.
The legs are made from a structural tubular 
aluminum 6061-T6, 2" in diameter.
The stainless steel fastpins allow you to 
make adjustments to the height of your dock 
quickly and easily without any tools.
The 9" aluminum base plates are made from 
extruded aluminum and are self leveling.
Leg assemblies are included with all docks.

*DockStairs©
Durable....Lightweight....Safe....Modular.... These virtually maintenance 
free aluminum “DockStairs” provide easy access to your Fendock.  
Our stair configurations range from 2 steps up to 8 steps. 
(See page 12)

* Available as an option. Not included with our standard docks.

Fendock Truss Docks
Truss docks are available in two formats: UNIT construction & MODULAR construction. 

UNIT construction truss docks are available in 16' & 24' lengths. 
Each dock includes 16' or 24' pre-assembled aluminum side trusses, two 4’ and two 
8' aluminum leg assemblies, hold-down decking clips and all required hardware.

MODULAR construction truss docks are available in 16', 24', 32' & 40' lengths (longer 
lengths are available). The pre-assembled aluminum side trusses are broken down 
into 8' modules (for easy transport), and are connected together with couplers.  
The 16' and 24' lengths come with two 4' and two 8' leg assemblies.  
The 32' and 40' lengths come with two 4' and four 8' leg assemblies.

Both unit and modular systems are available in 4', 6' & 12' widths.
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Versatile, Truss  
Dock System
Our dock system makes it easy for 
you to create and customize your 
dock to best suit your needs.
See page 4 for a few examples of 
possible configurations. 
 
(8’ x 4’ Ramp, 16’ x 4’ Dock with  
optional wheels, bumpers, deep 
water brace, and dock stairs shown)

*8' Dock Extension
Our 8' extension kit allows even more flexibility in configuring your new 
Fendock or when modifying your existing Fendock.
The 8' Fendock extension can be attached to the end of any standard 
length Fendock of the same width, or to the side of any width dock.
(See page 4)

*Wheel Kits
By installing a wheel kit to the front 
legs, your Fendock can be positioned 
in deep water quickly and  easily  
by one person. Standard and deluxe 
models available.  
(Standard wheels shown) 
(See page 11)

*Bumpers
Rugged vinyl dock 
bumpers protect your 
boat and dock 
(See page 14)

*Telescopic Deep 
Water Brace
Telescopic aluminum construction allows 
installation on any standard Fendock. 
(See page 10)

Fendock Stationary Truss Docks 
Features & Benefits
• Made in Canada
• Maintenance-free and environmentally friendly
• Strong, lightweight aluminum
• Adjustable legs (without any tools!)
• Removable top decking sections (without any tools!) 
• Top decking easy to make yourself from 2" x 6" lumber,  
 or available in pre-assembled, maintenance free aluminum
• Design a dock layout to suit your needs
• Many accessories are available

Aluminum
“Hold-Down Clip”

Hold-Down Clip

*Decking
Decking is not included with your dock, because the wood 
deck panels are so easy to construct yourself. Instructions on 
how to make the decking panels are included with each dock, 
or available online @ www.fendock.com or by calling our toll 
free number. Should you prefer not to make them, some of our 
FENDOCK Dealers will supply pre-assembled wood decking 
for you, or pre-assembled aluminum decking panels are also 
available (see page 13).
The decking panels are easy to install and remove, without any 
tools, and are secured to the dock with aluminum hold-down 
clips (which are supplied with the dock).
Self draining 4' x 4', 6' x 2', or 12' x 2' wood deck panels are 
constructed using 2"x6" lumber (available through your local 
FENDOCK Dealer).
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UNIT construction 
Truss Docks are available in 16' and 24' lengths, both in 4', 6' or 12' widths. Each 4' or 6' wide dock includes two 16' or 24' 
pre-assembled aluminum trusses, two 4' and two 8' leg assemblies, hold-down decking clips, and all required hardware. 

8' Approach Ramps are available separately in both 4' and 6' widths.  
Decking is not included in our pricing, but is available separately. Ask your dealer about your decking options.

Truss Docks 
UNIT construction
Truss Docks  
UNIT construction

8' x 4' Ramp (PN99206) 
8' x 6' Ramp (PN99207)

24' x 4' Dock (PN99200) 
24' x 6' Dock (PN99201)

4' or 6'

Unit constr. (PN99204) 
Modular constr. (PN99400)

8' x 4' Ramp (PN99206) 
8' x 6' Ramp (PN99207)  16' x 4' Dock (PN99202) 

16' x 6' Dock (PN99203)
 

8' x 4' Extension (PN99208) 
8' x 6' Extension (PN99209)   

4' or 6'

Decks  
12' wide decks available in 8', 16' or 24' lengths.   
12' wide decks have four 8', 16' or 24' trusses  
and 12' wide lower trusses between the legs for  
unparalleled strength and endurance.  
12' decks come with all 8' legs.
Decks are available in unit construction & modular construction.
Wood decking must be constructed to sit on top of the truss rails.

Dock/Ramp Connector Kits
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The 4-1/4" IN-LINE DOCK / RAMP 
CONNECTOR KIT is required when 
connecting ramps or dock sections 
of the same width end-to-end (see 
junctions in the diagram marked 1 ).  
One 4-1/4" in-line dock / ramp  
connector kit is included with  
each ramp.

The 1-1/4" SIDE RAIL  
CONNECTOR KIT is required when 
connecting a ramp or dock section 
perpendicular to each other in a "T" 
configuration (see junctions in the 
diagram marked 2 ).
Connectors are sold as a pair and 
include all necessary fasteners.

Example configurations 
using our standard 
docks, ramps,  
and 8' extensions

Unit constr. (PN99205)
Modular constr. (PN99401)

24' x 12' Deck

21

8' x 12' Deck

Unit constr. (PN99210)
Modular constr. (PN99402)

16' x 12' Deck
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Cross braces 
and legs are 
installed to 

complete the  
24'x6' dock 

frame 

MODULAR construction
Truss Docks are available in 16', 24', 32' and 40' lengths,  in 4', 6' or 12' widths. Unlike unit construction, the modular side 
trusses are separated into 8' modules. The 8' modules are connected using precision engineered couplers which form permanent 
connections which are not meant to be taken apart. Once the “Modular” docks are assembled, they have the same structural integrity, 
and are virtually identical to the “Unit” construction docks. 

The Fendock “Modular” system
See example below of a 24' Fendock being assembled using the modular system.

Truss Docks  
MODULAR construction
Truss Docks  
MODULAR construction

Packaged Truss Dock (UNIT construction)
This is how your Fendock comes packaged. Legs, pads, bracing, nuts and bolts are all contained between pre-assembled trusses. 
Can be transported on car roof racks, trailer, or delivered by your local dealer. Total weight is between 117 to 360 lbs depending on size.

Install leg  
retainers 

to assembled 
24' trusses

A

B

B

B

40' Dock
+ 8' Ramp

A

E or F 

C or D

IN-LINE / RAMP
CONNECTOR    5" TRUSS  

COUPLERS   

Packaged Truss Dock 
(MODULAR construction)
24' x 6' Dock 
Includes: 
2 - Kit “A” 
1 - Kit “B” 
1 - Kit “D”

8'

Kit E = 8' x 4' Approach Ramp – (PN99206) 
Kit F = 8' x 6' Approach Ramp – (PN99207) 
 
Kit A = 8' End Module Truss Kit – (PN99251)
Kit B = 8' Expansion Module Truss Kit – (PN99252)

Kit C = 4' Wide Dock Bracing Kit – (PN99261) 
Kit D = 6' Wide Dock Bracing Kit – (PN99262)

8' truss 
modules are 

assembled8' 
Dock End  
Module

Kit "A"
8' 
Expansion 
Module

Kit "B"
8' 
Dock End  
Module

Kit "A"

A
B

A

24' Dock
+ 8' Ramp E or F 

C or D
E or F A

A

16' Dock
+ 8' Ramp

C or D

B

A
B

A

32' Dock
+ 8' Ramp E or F 

C or D
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Frame DocksFrame Docks

The Aluminum Structure
Our frame docks and floating docks use a custom alumi-
num extrusion for their framework, designed exclusively 
for use by Fendock. The end rails & stringers bolt togeth-
er using screw ports to create the frame. Being a bolted 
system facilitates transport/shipping because it can be 
sent disassembled, allowing for on site assembly.

Aluminum  
hold-down  
angle

* Small Upper  
  Bumper 
 (PN90100)

* Large Lower  
  Frame Bumper 
  (snaps into place 
 (PN90200)

The Aluminum hold-down  
angle and floats are bolted 
into threaded channels that 
run the entire length of the  
dock frame, on the top & 
bottom of the extrusion.

Frame Docks
Frame docks have a 5 1/2" aluminum extruded frame 
which bolts together. Available in 10' lengths and  
4', 6' or 8' widths.  
Each 10' section comes with two 5' leg assemblies, 
one set of hinges, and two aluminum hold down angles, 
to hold decking down on dock frame.

Legs are mounted inside the frame, and leg height is ad-
justed using 2 set-screws per leg. Wood decking is held 
in place using two aluminum angles, which are bolted 
down into a threaded channel (see drawing of structure 
below). The bolt goes down between the 2" x 6" decking 
boards, so that it will not penetrate the wood.  
6' wide and 8' wide frames include a center stringer. 
Decking is not included, but is available separately.

10' x 4' - (PN99270) 
10' x 6' - (PN99271) 
10' x 8' - (PN99272)

Three sections of the Frame docks, connected end to end. 10' x 4' (used as ramp),  
10' x 6' (dock) & 10' x 8' (dock). Each 10' section comes with two 5' leg assemblies.  
In this configuration, we have taken the legs that come with the 10' x 4’ section and we 
attached them to the 10' x 8' section, and we used the 10' x 4' section as a ramp.

Fendock Floating Docks at Camp B’nai Brith, Ottawa River, P.Q.

Fendock Floating Dock & Ramp on Lac McPhee, P.Q.
* Available as an option
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Floating Dock model showing:  
Hinges, anchor plates, floats, decking,  
hold down angles, upper and  
lower bumpers.

Bolts to fasten “Hold Down Angle” are 
bolted between 2" x 6" decking planks 
and do not penetrated the wood.

* Bumper Corner Cap
Bumper corner caps can be used  
to join two bumpers in a corner,  
or you can cut the tabs off one  
side and use the corner as an  
end cap. 
(PN01507)

Floating Docks
Like our frame docks, our innovative floating docks use the same 5 1/2" extruded 
aluminum frame and the same aluminum angles to hold down the decking. 
The floats are bolted onto the bottom of the frame. These docks are available 
in a wide variety of sizes, up to 20' x 20'.  
Decking is not included, but is available separately. 
(See dealer or website for specifications)

Fendock Floating Docks at Cristy Lake Camp (For kids),  
Perth, ON.

Floats
Our floats are made from HDPE 
(high density polyethylene) and are 
foam filled. They measure 2' x 4'  
x 12" deep and have a buoyancy  
of 400 lbs. They will not rot or 
corrode and are not affected by  
oil or gasoline.

Floating DocksFloating Docks

* Anchor Plates  
This floating dock anchor plate is 
made from 1/4" thick aluminum and 
is machined so the anchor chain  
can be easily adjusted.
(Includes hardware)

(PN98020)

* Floating Dock 
Hinges 
These heavy duty floating dock 
hinges are made from 1/4" thick 
aluminum, and have a hitch pin for 
easy disconnect.  
(Stainless steel hardware included)(PN98200)

(PN97020)

8' x 8' Swim Raft
Swim Rafts are manufactured using the same 5 1/2" aluminum 
extrusion. Our rafts come with two hold down angles, a center 
anchor spring, four floats and all necessary hardware. 
Decking is not included, but is available separately.

(PN99279)  
*Swim raft is shown with optional ladder, solar lights and decking

* Available as an option

* Corner Stiffening Bracket
This additional bracket can be added to 
floating docks to stiffen the corners in  
applications where there is very large 
wave activity, or for commercial applications. 
(PN 98203)

Small “upper” 
bumper
(PN90100)

Large “lower” 
bumper
(PN90200)
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Deluxe Ladders
Deluxe ladders have a curved walk -through top. They are constructed 
of sturdy 1 1/2" round powder coated painted aluminum tube and 
come with 4 steps. Quick release mounting brackets included.

PN98023 Deluxe ladder with aluminum steps.  
 Steps are wider (5 1/2") for added comfort.

PN98021 Deluxe ladder with 3" stainless steel steps.

Aluminum Dock Ladders
Quick release  

mounting bracket 
(included with 

deluxe ladders)

Fendock Leveling Kit 
A winch with a nylon strap slips into 
the top of a Fendock leg. The hook  
on the end of the strap is inserted into 
the bottom of the leg retainer. After 
removing the fast pin, the winch allows 
you to adjust the height of your Fendock 
without entering water.
(PN98002)

1. Loosen the lever nut

2. Adjust and level your 
Fendock

3. Tighten the lever nut.

Easy as 1-2-3!
Stabilizer Stabilizer Stabilizer

AccessoriesAccessories

Standard (PN98022) 
Straight walk -through dock 
ladder. Sturdy 1 1/2" round 
powder coated painted  
aluminum tube with 4 stain-
less steel steps (3" wide). 
Fixed mounting brackets  
included.

Constructed of structural tubular aluminum 
6063-T4 extrusion, our telescopic deep water 
stabilizer can be used on Fendock stationary 
pipe docks in water depths ranging from 1' to 6.5'.

It easily self-adjusts when leveling your dock  
– just loosen the lever nut, level your dock  
and tighten the lever nut. 

Your dock is now rock solid.

Lever NutTelescopic Stabilizer
4' - (PN98012) 
6’ - (PN98013)
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Deluxe Wheel Kit
These heavy-duty wheels are 24" in diameter, 
8" wide. They are made from polyethylene and 
are U.V. stabilized. 
These wheels are hollow and fill with water 
when rolled in.
(PN98000) 

Standard Wheel Kit
This kit includes one pair of 16" x 3.5" solid 
poly tires (ie: Flat-Free) with rims, made from 
high impact poly virgin materials. These wheels 
have a little bounce & buoyancy, making them 
good for rocky locations and very soft bottoms.
(PN98015)

Boat Rack
This 30" wide rack provides a convenient place to hold 
a canoe or windsurfer. These aluminum supports simply 
slide down the Fendock leg, are quickly adjustable, and 
swing out of the way when not in use. 

Three models available: Single, Double & Triple Rack. 
(Double Rack shown)
Single (PN98056) 
Double (PN98057) 
Triple (PN98058)

Flag Pole
1 1/2" diameter mill  finish aluminum. 10' or 20' high.  
Fits into Fendock leg post. 

Fold-down Dock Cleat
6" cast aluminum. White  
powder coated paint finish.  
Mounting hardware included.   

(PN98025) 

10' – (PN98040)20' – (PN98041)

Solar Dock Lights  
(Set of Two)
Fits post sizes 1 5/8", 1 7/8", 2", 2 3/8" and 3 1/4" or can be secured with  
screws to any flat surface. (PN53321)

Accessories continuedAccessories continued

Fendock Bench
Manufactured from structural, mill finish extruded aluminum with cedar 
seat and back  supports. Attaches to Fendock side truss. This 48" long 
bench includes all necessary hardware and wood. 

(PN98050)

Wheel kits
Wheel kits include two wheels, and two axels, and the necessary hardware. 
The wheels replace the base plates on the bottom of the leg. The axle slides 
up into the leg and are bolted in place. Having wheels allows one person to lift 
one end of the dock & wheel it into place.
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Accessories continuedAccessories continued

DockStairs by Fendock
Attractive, safe and durable, DOCKSTAIRS will make it easy for young 
and old to enter and exit the water safely and in comfort. 

Our modular 2-STEP and 4-STEP stairs can be used independently  
or combined to create 6-STEP and 8-STEP configurations.

6 Step

(PN98110) + (PN98113)
   (2 - step extension)

8 Step

9" - TYPICAL

ADJUSTABLE Height
Adjustable
Leg Retainer

45º

Top of Dock

Lake / River Bottom

22
 3

/4
" 

9" - TYPICAL

ADJUSTABLE
Height
Adjustable
Leg Retainer

45º

Top of Dock

Lake / River Bottom

22
 3

/4
" 

4 Step
(PN98110)2 Step

(PN98111)

9" x 9"  
self-leveling  
base plates

Dock “Lift Kit”
Our dock lift kit makes seasonal 
dock installation and removal 
by one person very conve-
nient. This system is perfect for 
situations where a dock projects 
from a fixed structure such 
as a permanent deck. Secure 
your Fendock (Truss Dock) to a 
permanent shoreline structure 
using Fendock dock hinges (see 
inset to right) and lift the dock 
out of the water at the end of the 
season using the fold-away tower 
concealed under the decking.  
One tower, two spreader bars, 
cables, one set of hinges, rope  
to tie off the far end of dock, and 
the 2000 lb. capacity winch,  
all included. 

4' Wide Tower,  (PN98360) 
6' Wide Tower (PN98361) 
(32' Modular truss dock shown)

Fendock Dock 
Hinges

(PN98110) + (PN98112) 
   (4 - step extension)12



Accessories continuedAccessories continued

Mooring Whips
Fiberglass rods mounted in cast aluminum bases. Different 
models available, for boats up to 20,000 lbs. Holds boats 
away from dock protecting both from costly damage. Braided 
marine mooring & whip lines included. Watch our video to 
see mooring whips in action. www.fendock.com/video.html 

Boat Weight Whip Length Product Number
  2,500 LBS 8 feet 3200-F
  5,000 LBS 12 feet 3400-F
10,000 LBS 14 feet 3600-F
20,000 LBS 16 feet 3800-F

Extruded Aluminum Decking
Our aluminum decking is an environmentally friendly alternative to wood. Aluminum 
sections are strong and maintenance free. Unlike wood they will never rot, splinter, 
warp or require seasonal treatments. The extruded shape, with ridges helps to prevent 
slipping, and under direct sunlight, the aluminum decking remains cooler than wood 
decking. Our aluminum sections are available with a simulated Wood Grain Pattern, 
or with the standard factory mill finish. Aluminum sections are shipped pre-assembled 
and are available for most of our docks.
(See your dealer, or call our toll free number for more information)

20' DOUBLE Roller Ramp (PN99101) 
10' DOUBLE Roller Ramp Extension (PN99106) (Not shown)

20' Boat Roller Ramp: DOUBLE
5 Sets of “Double” Rollers, and 2,000 lbs capacity winch (shown below)

20' SINGLE Roller Ramp (PN99100) 
10’ SINGLE Roller Ramp Extension (PN99105) (Not shown)

20' Boat Roller Ramp: SINGLE
5 Sets of “Single” Rollers, and 1,400 lbs capacity winch (shown below)

Custom (Low Freeboard) Floating Docks for the Ottawa Rowing Club.

Mooring Whips “U” Bracket
Recommended when using mooring whips on Fendock 
Truss Docks. Secures whips to frame of the dock.
PN 98010 / 98011
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Vinyl Fendock Bumper
These rugged bumpers are designed to slide over the 
Fendock leg retainer to protect both your boat and 
dock. You can add extra leg retainers with bumpers  
to the sides of your Fendock for extra protection. 
Set of 4 bumpers only (PN98030)
One extra leg retainer with one bumper (PN98031)

Side Rail Bumper 
This side rail bumper is designed for our Fendock truss docks, but is easily adapted  
to almost any mooring situation. 4' long x 6" deep, they provide the same depth of  
protection as the vinyl bumper on our leg retainers. These bumpers are also inflatable  
so you can adjust their inflation to your specific needs. Side rail bumpers come in a package 
of two and include  all necessary hardware.
(PN98900)

Accessories continuedAccessories continued

Lifting Bar
The lifting bar is a tool made from a single piece of 1 1/2" slotted aluminum 
tubing and is intended to assist in moving your truss style Fendock in 
and out of the water. Use of a lifting bar will prevent damage to cross 
braces, which are not intended for the purpose of lifting,  
pushing or pulling.
4' - (PN40009) 
6' - (PN40008)

Watch our video how to use the Fendock Lifting Bar on a 40' Truss Dock at:

www.fendock.com/video.html

PWC / Sailboat Caddy
This lightweight aluminum caddy has adjustable carpeted bunks, telescopic adjustable 
length, and a hand ratchet winch with strap.

The caddy comes knocked down for shipping, and is easily assembled.

Caddy with standard wheel (16" DIA.) (PN98080) 
Caddy with deluxe wheel (24" DIA.) (PN98081)

• Length is adjustable from 36" to 93"
• Maximum width of carpeted bunks is 35"

16" Standard wheel16" Standard wheel

MINIMUM LENGTH = 36”   /    MAXIMUM LENGTH = 93”

Adjustable Carpeted Bunks

18" Deluxe wheel18" Deluxe wheel
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Cantilever Lift

Vertical Lift

Hydraulic Lift

MODELS WT. (LBS) WIDTH CAPACITY (LBS) TOTAL RISE
GM 6120 (Catamaran 14' to 20') 180 120" 600 36"
GM 984                                    160 84" 900 36"
GM 1260 (PWC)                        165 60" 1200 36"

Cantilever Lifts

Vertical Lifts
MODELS WT. (LBS) WIDTH CAPACITY (LBS) TOTAL RISE

GM 1263 V 180 63" 1200 48"
GM 18102 289 102" 1800 48"
GM 26108 385 108" 2600 60"
GM 35108 390 108" 3500 60"
GM 35120 400 120" 3500 60"
GM 45120 460 120" 4500 60"
GM 55120 600 120" 5500 60"

PONTOON
Vertical Lift PONTOON Vertical Lifts

MODELS WT. (LBS) WIDTH CAPACITY (LBS) TOTAL RISE
GM 35120 450 120" 3500 60"
GM 45120 495 120" 4500 60"

Hydraulic Lifts
MODELS WT. (LBS) WIDTH CAPACITY (LBS) TOTAL RISE

GM 45120 HYD C/W REMOTE 510 120" 4500 53"
GM 65120 HYD C/W REMOTE 650 120" 6500 53"
GM 85120 HYD C/W REMOTE 750 120" 8,500 53"
GM 100132 HYD 24V 1050 132" 10,000 53"

MODEL CANOPY LENGTH
GM 1263V 12'
GM 18102 21'
GM 26108 / 35108 21' / 24'
GM 35120 / 45120 / 55120 / 65120 24' / 27'
GM 100132 32'

• Aluminum frame (6005/6061)
• 14 oz. heavy duty double coated  

protective vinyl
• Welded seams will not leak
• Rot and fungus resistant

• U.V. resistant for long life
• Adjustable buckle to keep cover  

secure to canopy frame
• Air vent on each end for ventilation
• Canopy brace for 27' and 32' canopies

Boat Lifts & accessoriesBoat Lifts & accessories

Accessories available:  
Step rails, Carrying handle, Motor stop, Transport kit, Extension legs,  
12 or 110 volt power unit and12v DC direct drive.  
See online @ www.fendock.com

Canopy (available in 11 colors)
Burgundy, Beige, Black, Blue, 
Green, Grey, Midnight Blue, 
Khaki, Brown, Yellow and Red
One end of canopy rolls up for 
easy access.

Burgundy canopy shown 15



ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST! 
Email (info@fendock.com) pictures of your Fendock waterfront to enter!
No personal information gathered in this contest will be kept or sold. Photos submitted under this contest may be printed and placed in promotional material such as our Fendock photo albums 
and online gallery which we use to show the versatility of the Fendock and inventiveness of our customers. Enter to win a $ 250.00 gift certificate. 

WARRANTY
Fendock is proud to offer a 5 year warranty which is a testimony of the quality workmanship and materials used in the manufacturing of our products.
This warranty is valid only under normal use and under normal conditions. Our detailed warranty is available upon request. 
 
MANUFACTURED BY:
Fendor Glass & Aluminum
46 Auriga Drive, Ottawa, Ontario  K2E 7Y3
Tel. 613-722-6581, Fax. 613-722-3168
Toll Free 1-888-FENDOCK (336-3625)
Email: info@fendock.com
www.fendock.com

 YOUR AUTHORIZED DEALER:

 
  NOTE: Fendock products are constantly improved as new products become available. We reserve the right to change products & specifications without notice.


